
 
 

PATELTANMAY 
woven with web* 

   contact: 

   { 

      www: tanmaypatel.com 

      mail: me@tanmaypatel.com 

      contactNumber: +91 91 67 180463 

   } 

Web Application UI Developer with 5* Years of Experience 

I'm Tanmay Patel. Born in joyful city Surat, India, and currently working in Pune. I work for web - now 

on HTML Technologies after pivoting from Flash Platform - and have a design tooth. I'm obsessed 

with the current development on the cloud-based, multi-client, social, real-time apps. I'm strong 

believer of pleasing User Experience - who always keens to make the users' engagement with 

applications better. I like to spend time on web in search of inspirations, with earbuds plugged in. 

While not on computers - I read books or cuddle with my Galaxy SII. 

Here are my skills, 

HTML 5 8888.5.5.5.5   
           

JavaScript 9.09.09.09.0     
           

Flex/Flash 8.8.8.8.0000      
           

OOP 8.08.08.08.0      
 

Some other major stuff, 

- Mobile apps using PhoneGap 

- jQuery + jQuery Mobile 

- Backbone and Bootstrap 

- LESS CSS Preprocessor 

- Grunt as automation and build tool 

 

 My education and career so far, 
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I. T. Analysit at Tata Consultancy Services 

Joined as a developer who knows how to work with mobile using HTML Technologies. My 

primary role here is to create hybrid mobile apps using HTML Technologies upon PhoneGap 

and to explore new developments in these areas.  
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Senior Software Engineer at Hurix Systems Pvt. Ltd. 

Joined as a Software Engineer for Flex team, and promoted as a Senior Software Engineer, led 

the Flex team and HTML 5 team for a project and provided technical support and mentorship. 

Worked on HTML 5 based single-source, cross-platform mobile web application in 

conjunction with Flex-based counterpart as a part of Product Development team. 
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Flash Platform Developer at Avinashi Systems Pvt. Ltd. 

Worked in FlashBrain Team as a Developer on Flash Platform (Flex + Flash). Have worked 

there on diverse projects including AIR Desktop Application with Hardware Integration to 

Cloud-based and Real-time Rich Internet Applications and Web Sites built on Adobe Flash 

Platform. Also served as a Technical Team Lead of whole Flash Platform team. 
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 First Class with Distinction B.E. Computer Science 

from Veer Narmad South Gujarat University with 76.83%. Have got the 1st rank in my college 

in Computer Engineering Department during the final year. 

 

Key Projects I’ve worked upon, 

Dictera - Content Authoring, Management and Publishing Platform. 

@ dictera.com 

One of the most comprehensive, flex-based content authoring, management and cross-platform 

publishing platform, with preloaded templates seamlessly integrated into digital content 

development workflow. 

SyncAcross - Everything up to date. Where ever you are.  

@ beta.syncacross.com 

SyncAcross automatically synchronizes your contacts, calendars and tasks and keeps them up to 

date. No matter what application you are using or where you are, your information is always current. 

Scrubly - Quick and Easy Address Book Cleanup! 

@ scrubly.com 

Scrubly automatically removes duplicate contacts, merges similar contacts and resolves conflicting 

data inside your address book 

PQProbe - Detecting power problems was never this simple! 

@ enetranetsolutions.com 

PQProbe is a three-phase power quality analyzer which adheres makes detecting power problems 

simple thereby reduce electrical operating costs, improve system reliability and efficiency. 

And my Final Year Project (Submitted in partial fulfillment of B.E.) 

Mix d’Pix - Image Editing Online 

A Flash-based Online Image Editor RIA that lets user perform photo manipulation in their browsers. 

Some of my other details, 

Full Name PATEL TANMAY CHAMPAKLAL 

Birth Date 21st August, 1985 (Current Age:  27) 

Relationship Status Married 

Languages Known English, Hindi, Gujarati 

Current Location Aundh, PUNE. IN. 
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